
Supplying Your Wire and Cable Needs  
for Over 20 Years!



      WireCare.com Keyword: Hot Knives

We offer a wide variety of hot knives, from 
portable, butane powered torches to ultra 
heavy duty tools designed for use in continuous 
production environments.

Wide Assortment

      WireCare.com Keyword: Silica Sleeve 

Densely woven Silica Sleeve is ideal for protection 
of delicate components from exposure to high 
temperature exhausts and pipes. The thick 60 
mil walls of this sleeving provide enhanced 
thermal protection up to 1,800° F. 

10 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: F6W White 

This sleeving’s superior elastic flexibility lets 
it wrap around any kind of bundle, cable or 
hose and will not compromise the bundle’s 
flexibility. Flexo F6 Woven Wrap sleeving 
resists damage from abrasion, common 
chemicals, and UV light. 

12 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Lacing Tape 

Lacing tape is an inexpensive method of wire 
dressing. It is used extensively throughout 
aerospace, electronics, medical and many more 
industries. In use, lacing tape does not create 
obstructions along the length of the cable. 

Over 30 Types In Stock

HEAVY DUTY HOT KNIVES SILICA SLEEVE

F6 WOVEN WRAP LACING TAPE
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      WireCare.com Keyword: FireFlex

Silicone jacketed fiberglass sleeving is the 
choice of professionals in racing and other 
industries where protection from constant  
temperatures approaching 500° F is mandatory.

10 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Seal Silicone Tape

Seal self-fusing, waterproof silicone tape is a 
unique adhesive-free product that quickly fuses 
to itself to provide a wide range of termination 
solutions.

Military Spec

      WireCare.com Keyword: Heat Guns

These high quality heat guns will provide 
years of dependable service under the most 
intense of conditions. Variable temperatures 
make these tools useful for everything from 
installing heatshrink tubing to stripping 
paint.

Variable Temperature

      WireCare.com Keyword: Glossy

Shrinkflex Glossy is a flexible, thin walled poly-
olefin heat shrinkable tubing with an attractive 
glossy surface that makes it ideal for use in  
exposed applications where visual appeal, 
strength and toughness are important.

2:1 Shrink Ratio 
9 Sizes 
4 Colors

Standard 
FireFlex

Heavy Duty 
FireFlex Aero

SILICONE/FIBERGLASS SLEEVING SILICONE TAPE

MILWAUKEE HEAT GUNS GLOSSY HEATSHRINK TUBING
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Spark Plug Boot 

Extend the life of expensive high performance 
plug wire sets, and protect your engine 
from plug wire burn-out with our genuine 
Insultherm double thickness spark plug boot 
sleeves. 

4 Colors 
3 Sizes 

      WireCare.com Keyword: Part Guard 

Part Guard is ideal for protecting finely 
machined tools, precision parts and other 
products in all process handling, shipping 
and storage applications. 

12 Varieties

      WireCare.com Keyword: Remee 

Remee wire products provide solutions to 
a wide variety of wire and cable challenges 
and offer a product tailored to virtually any 
wire and cable need. 

Over 20 Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: Crimpers 

High quality precision crimp frames, locators 
and accessories provide secure and consistent 
crimps on solid contacts. 
For AWG sizes 12 - 32. 

Full Range of Locators and Accessories

AFM8

AF8

K1493CAT6 Cable

Home Theater 
Structured Cable

SPARK PLUG CABLE SLEEVES PART GUARD PROTECTIVE SLEEVE

REMEE WIRE MILSPEC CONNECTOR CRIMPERS
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Diesel Heatshrink 

Diesel resistant heatshrink tubing is the most 
widely used heat shrink in aviation, race cars 
and other applications where highly corrosive 
fuels, fluids and oils are used. 

10 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Gates 

Gates® thermoplastic clamp maintains  
a dynamic tension so that it never needs 
retightening. Whenever the engine reaches 
operating temperature, PowerGrip SB clamps 
readjust to a consistent clamping force.  

16 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Deutsch Autosport 

The Deutsch AS Series is the first range of high 
performance connectors designed for the Autosport 
Industry. These connectors are light weight and 
offer space saving solutions in a variety of options. 

Complete Line

      WireCare.com Keyword: F360 

F360° is an innovative conduit designed to 
encase your wires with a flexible structure. 
F360’s circular shape is lightweight yet extremely 
strong. Utilizing our now famous F6 style 
triaxial braid technology, this new design will 
solve situations that need additional security 
and tamper resistance.

4 Sizes

DIESEL RESISTANT HEATSHRINK AUTOSPORTS CONNECTORS

GATES POWERGRIP CLAMPS F360 
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Fabric Heatshrink 

Fabric heatshrink tubing, a unique mixture of 
polyolefin and polyester yarns, is the ideal way  
to form the only shrinkable fabric of its kind. 

2:1 Shrink Ratio 
9 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Insultherm

Insultherm® is an extremely high temperature 
resistant sleeve commonly used as thermal 
protection for wires, cables and hoses.

8 Sizes 
3 Colors

      WireCare.com Keyword: Dura-Race 

Made from tightly woven ballistic nylon, 
with strips of industrial strength hook 
closure double sewn along both edges, 
Dura-Race is perfect in high traffic areas 
to cover exposed cables & wires. 

3 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Pressmaster 

The Pressmaster tool product range includes 
crimping and cable stripping tools for most 
electrical, electronic, and optical applications. 

Over 100 Items In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Heat Guns 

High quality dual temperature heat gun. Includes 
4 accessory tips to provide maximum versatility. 
Packed in a fitted high impact case for convenience. 

Full Line of Heat Guns 
and Accessories In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Elbow 

Pull Elbow™ cabling tool allows you to pull 
cable around corners as easily as pulling 
through conduit. This reusable tool has no 
moving parts, and mounts quickly and easily.

In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Sealed Buss 

Unlike traditional exposed plate buss bar 
systems, the Sealed Buss Bar encapsulates 
the conductive copper plate, leaving the only 
exposed metal the stainless studs for the con-
nections to the battery. 

2 Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: FMS

The Flexo Mounting System is engineered to 
provide a secure and attractive termination 
solution for interior installations of wire or  
cable bundles managed with Flexo Sleeving.

3 Colors

SSB-24

SSB-12

CCS-PE1

INSULTHERM SLEEVING DURA-RACE PRESSMASTER TOOLS FABRIC HEATSHRINK TUBING

MASTER HEAT GUN KIT PULL ELBOW SEALED BUSS BAR FLEXO MOUNTING SYSTEM
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Volcano 

Techflex Volcano Wrap contains radiant heat 
to protect thermally sensitive areas (like your 
legs), keep engine parts cooler, and improve 
performance. 

Protects to 1,500°F

      WireCare.com Keyword: Nomex 

The woven Nomex fibers in Flexo NX high 
temperature sleeving have the ability to withstand 
temperatures up to 662° F. The densely braided 
sleeving provides full coverage and protection 
on even the most exposed applications.

7 Sizes 
2 Colors

      WireCare.com Keyword: Hot Knives 

We offer a wide variety of hot knives, 
from portable, butane powered torches to 
ultra heavy duty tools designed for use in 
continuous production environments.

Full Line of Blades 
and Accessories

      WireCare.com Keyword: Install Tool 

Innovative installation tool works with any 
type of split sleeving or tubing up to 1”  
diameter, and will accommodate wire 
bundles up to 3/4” diameter. 

Economical & Easy To Use

HAND HELD HOT KNIVES NOMEX SLEEVING

SPLIT SLEEVING INSTALL TOOL VOLCANO WRAP
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      WireCare.com Keyword: ReMix 

An innovative construction process produces 
a unique visual effect while providing fuller 
coverage & enhanced protection. Use Denim, 
Fire & Camo to add pizzazz to any sleeving 
application. 

5 Colors 
6 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Premiere Raceway 

Premiere surface raceway products are designed 
and engineered to provide easy and economical 
solutions for routing any wire or cable applica-
tion along walls, baseboards or ceilings. 

Full Line of Raceway 
and Accessories

      WireCare.com Keyword: Heatshrink 

Heatshrink tubing is the ideal way to create 
a tight, professional finish on any wire, 
hose or cable management project. 

Over 200 Sizes/Colors 
In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Metal Braid 

For beauty and protection on exposed hoses, 
cables and wiring, nothing beats full coverage 
expandable sleeving in copper or brass. 

4 Sizes

FLEXO REMIX BRAIDED SLEEVING PREMIERE RACEWAY PRODUCTS

POLYOLEFIN HEATSHRINK TUBING COPPER/BRASS SLEEVING
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      WireCare.com Keyword: SS Ties 

Type 316 stainless steel self-locking, fully 
adjustable cable ties are nonmagnetic and can 
be used indoors, outdoors, and underground. 

15 Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: ThermaShield 

ThermaShield laminated fiberglass products 
create a thermal buffer between wires, hoses, 
cables and electronics.

5 Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: Crimpers 

The HDT-48-00 crimper provides a unique 
multipoint crimp on solid contacts for easy  
and secure connections in the shop or field. 

Over 1,000 Deutsch products in stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Clean Cut 

Flexo Clean Cut braided expandable sleeving 
is ideal for field installers and other situations 
where access to a hot knife is either impractical 
or impossible. 

8 Sizes 
2 Colors

STAINLESS STEEL CABLE TIES THERMASHIELD PRODUCTS

SOLID CONTACT CRIMPER FLEXO CLEAN CUT SLEEVING
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      WireCare.com Keyword: HD30 Series 

The Deutsch HD30 series is a heavy duty rated, 
environmentally sealed, and multi-pin connector 
with a bayonet coupling system for a secure, 
vibration free connection. 

Over 450 Receptacles, 
Plugs and Accessories 
In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Pneumatic Crimpers 

Heavy duty handheld pneumatic crimper for 
size 12 through 20 solid contacts. Precision 
engineered for continuous use in production 
environments. Simple adjustment with no 
disassembly or die changes necessary.

      WireCare.com Keyword: Contacts 

We stock over 100 types and sizes of heavy 
duty closed entry solid contacts and eco-
nomical stamped and formed contacts on 
continuous strips suitable for automated 
processes for AWG sizes from 1 to 32. 

Over 1,000 Deutsch products in stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: ClampTite 
Ideal for emergency applications such has a 
hose bursting in your vehicle, the tools can 
be used as banding tools, reducers or for 
creating custom clamps with any gauge wire 
and almost any type of wire you may have 
including stainless steel wire, tie wire, and 
even a wire clothes hanger.

      WireCare.com Keyword: DT Series 

Genuine Deutsch DT series connectors provide 
superior electrical properties and weather 
resistance in an economical and user friendly 
product. The Deutsch DT connector system 
is the preferred choice for many industries.

Complete Line of DT, DTM, DTHD 
Connectors and Accessories 
In Stock

      WireCare.com Keyword: Tinned Copper 

Braided tinned copper sleeving is extremely 
flexible, abrasion and cut resistant and is suit-
able for use in any exposed application. The 
sleeving is ideal for coverage and grounding 
applications where flexibility and durability 
are required. 

14 Sizes

CONNECTOR CONTACTS TINNED COPPER SLEEVING

      WireCare.com Keyword: Stainless Steel 

Our full coverage Stainless Steel sleeving, 
braided from type 304 Stainless Steel filaments, 
provides the same look and protection as custom 
built overbraided stainless steel hoses at  
a fraction of the cost.  

8 Sizes 
2 Styles

STAINLESS STEEL SLEEVING

DEUTSCH DT CONNECTORS

CLAMPTITE TOOLS PNEUMATIC CRIMPERS

      WireCare.com Keyword: DCI Shielding 

DCI heat and acoustic shielding products are 
engineered and manufactured to the highest 
performance standards to provide protection 
and comfort in any application. 

Protects Up To 900° C.

DCI HEAT SHIELD PRODUCTS

DEUTSCH HD30 CONNECTORS
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Cutting Tools 

From task-specific cutting tools to general  
purpose scissors and shears, we offer a variety  
of precision, high quality tools to make any 
wire management project quick and easy. 

      WireCare.com Keyword: Sidewinder 

Sidewinder cable ramps are an innovative new 
solution for protecting cables run across a floor. 
This new product articulates left and right,  
allowing the system to turn corners and adapt 
to the layout of the room. 

Modular Design for 
Unlimited Length 
3 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: Aramid 

Kevlar sleeving is a soft, flexible sleeving that’s 
perfect for bundling and protecting vulnerable 
components from the most extreme environ-
mental conditions and has all of Kevlar’s well-
known characteristics of durability & pliability.  

Light Weight, 
Stronger Than 
Steel

MG-1300 
Cable Tie 
Cutters

KVS0.00SV 
Aramid Shears

      WireCare.com Keyword: CableClamp 

Superior to tape or cable ties, the innovative 
Cable Clamp® is forever reusable and can  
be easily opened and closed with one hand 
utilizing its unique ratcheting Quick  
Connect…Quick Release feature. 

4 Adjustable Sizes 
8 Colors

Flexo K-Flex 
Kevlar Sleeving

Aramid Armor 
Heavy Duty 

Kevlar Sleeving

RATCHETING CABLE CLAMPS SIDEWINDER CABLE RAMPS

PRECISION SHEARS & CUTTERS KEVLAR SLEEVING
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      WireCare.com Keyword: F6 Tool 

Make production and long wire runs fast and 
easy with this split tubing installation tool.  
Run the tool through the sleeving, smooth it 
out with your hand, and you’re done. 

6 Sizes

      WireCare.com Keyword: F6N 

Flexo F6’s unique split, semi-rigid braided 
wraparound construction makes it the ideal 
solution for situations where access to cable  
or harness ends is impractical or impossible. 

9 Sizes 
5 Colors

      WireCare.com Keyword: Wire Ramps 

Cable ramp wire protection systems safe-
guard wires, hoses and cables that are 
laid across vehicle or pedestrian traffic areas 
from damage and allow pedestrians and 
vehicles to safely cross over. 

Select From 
Wide Range 
Of Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: Heatshrink Kits 

Heatshrink sleeving kits are an easy and 
convenient way to keep up to 110 pieces of 
the most commonly needed heatshrink sizes 
available for quick access in the shop or out  
in the field. 

Over 20 Different Size/Color/Type 
Assortments Available

SPLIT SLEEVING INSTALL TOOL FLEXO F6 SPLIT SLEEVING

WIRE AND CABLE RAMPS HEATSHRINK SLEEVING KITS
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      WireCare.com Keyword: Hillsdale 

All terminals are plated with Electro-Tin for corro-
sion resistance. Rings, Spades, Male Disconnects 
and Butt Splices are made with Alloy 110 pure 
copper, and Female Disconnects are made using 
Alloy 260 Brass.

      WireCare.com Keyword: Cable Ties 

Economical, lightweight, and easy to use cable 
ties are perfect for bundling wires and cables or 
managing complex harnesses in confines areas. 
We offer a wide range of cable tie types and 
sizes suitable for any application. 

Over 300 Types 
and Styles

      WireCare.com Keyword: Rip Ties 

After 20 years of designing and engineering 
innovative products, Rip-Tie has become the 
industry standard in reusable hook and loop 
cable organization and management solutions. 

11 Styles 
10 Colors

      WireCare.com Keyword: Heatshrink Printing 

Our proprietary online heatshrink printing 
application allows you to select from our avail-
able combinations of heatshrink products and 
printing colors and order customized printed 
heatshrink tubing for application identification  
or branding. 

Dozens of 
Possible Combinations

Nylon
Cable Ties

Metallic
Cable Ties

HILLSDALE TERMINALS

CABLE TIES

RIP TIES

HEATSHRINK PRINTING
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®

WE PROUDLY OFFER PRODUCTS FROM 
THESE AND OTHER FINE MANUFACTURERS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

INDUSTRY AFFILIATIONS

Accepted Payment Types

How-To Videos
We produce informative how-to videos for many of the products we offer. The information in 
these videos may answer questions you have about the use and application of the products 

we’ve covered.

 On WireCare.com: On YouTube: 
 www.wirecare.com/catalogs-and-videos.asp https://www.youtube.com/user/wirecareTV

At WireCare, your passion for great results fuels our team. 

This goal drives us to partner with outstanding manufacturers 
who are equally dedicated to customer satisfaction. Our product 
specialists are here to meet your wire and cable management 
challenges and provide solutions with products we are proud  
to sell and support. 
     
If you’re looking for quality, service, and satisfaction, look no 
farther than WireCare.
     
WireCare Customer Care Consultants are available to help with 
item selection, application questions or other inquiries. 
 
Please feel free to contact us for information or clarification 
regarding any of our products or services. 
By phone (Mon.-Fri.  9am-5pm ET): 844-2-WIRECARE
                                               844-294-7322                                
By email: info@wirecare.com

Same Day Shipping Guarantee
Orders processed by 

2:00 PM Eastern 
Time will ship the 

same day. 
In stock items only. 
Excluding weekends 

and holidays.

Hillsdale
Terminal

Follow Us
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